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                            OFFICIAL PLATFORM HIGH FIVE

                        
                            99% of free-servers open using java-based platform, which is only an approximate imitation of game processes and mechanics.
                            While PTS - is the official authentic platform created by the game developers.
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                        CREATIVE CONTESTS AND GIVEAWAYS

                        
                         There are many ways to get RUR for free on the project by taking part in various creative contests, promotions and giveaways:

 

1. Permanent creative event New Times Chronicle 

Reward up to 1000 RUR for a coverage!

Link to the event rules and conditions >>>



2. Seasonal, holiday and pre-start contests and promotions on RPG-Club's forum

Along with RUR, you can get other valuable prizes and benefits!

Link to Art and Contests forum section >>>



3. Weekly creative contests and quizzes on RPG-Club's forum

Reward up to 1000 RUR for an entry!

Link to RPG-contests section >>>



4. Daily giveaways in RPG-Club's  Discord channel

Link to Discord server invitation >>>



5. Game streams on RPG-Club's servers

In addition to the RUR reward, your stream will also be posted on the main page of the site - increase the number of subscribers!

Link to the rules for streamers >>>
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                        16 YEARS TOGETHER

                        
                            We've been providing the best game servers for 16 years: our project exists longer than RU-off!

                            We became the first free-server to reach international level and gather an unprecedentedly 
                            big commspring of foreign players!
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                            Online game LII

 About the game 

  L2  - the cult MMORPG game, which has been known in the CIS countries since 2003. At the moment the game is over 15 years old, and its popularity is only increasing. Due to the high level of influx of new players, the game is periodically updated with new patches and updates. Currently installed new chronicles  Lineage 2 Orfen . 

 About Server 

 On   rpg-club   the server versions of  High Five  and  Ertheia . Since we are not the creators of the game, we use the versions that we were able to bring with our own hands up to 100% compliance and remove all the bugs. 

 Game Character 

 When entering the world, the ruler meets its character creation menu players. If in 2003  orcs, gnomes, humans, as well as light and dark elves  were provided, then now two more new classes are available -  Artei and Kamael , which are also divided. on male and female gender. 

 During the passage of the chain of quests, three changes of profession will be available, getting three subclasses, one dualclass and rebirth. 

 Game World 

  RPG World  2 is a huge mainland with adjacent islands, which hosts nine large cities, each of which has many different locations for pumping, caves with raid bosses, catacombs,  Pvp Arena , forts and more. 

 The player in RPG 2 has access to temporary zones in which there are simple and epic bosses, killing which you can get valuable items in the form of armor, jewelry, weapons, and other supplies. 

 Battle 

 The game has several directions where  players  can fight, for example:  pvp, pk, duels,  great olympiad,  siege  and  territorial wars . In addition to cities, l2 players can fight in any places, thereby earning  pc and pvp points .  Clans  can also declare war on each other. 

 Craft 

 For people who want to escape from pumping and war can always be engaged in collecting,  crafting (making weapons and armor), fishing and the market . The game has plenty of different directions aimed at having a good time. 

 Social component 

 There are trade, global and  heroic chats in the game . A lot of attention is paid to communication in the  RPG  2, especially for  large clans , guilds, parties and  alliances . Without social interaction, the game becomes much more difficult and hardcore. For such a long time of life, a large number of people met in the game, almost every player found new friends for himself, and especially lucky ones were able to meet even the second half. 


©RPG-Club Lineage Server                        
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                    High Five or HighFive
                


RPG L2 drop orichalcum l2db
 L2 RPG High Five 🎠 Top Server  ARK x1 Classic PTS MmorpgRPG Lineage 2 500x interlude Lineage 2 RPG club RPG Lineage 2 500x interlude Lineage 2 RPG club RPG Lineage 2 chronicle 1 server lineage arena

RPG Lineage 2 gamecoast ertheia lore
 RPG RPG L2 drop ember l2 revolution clan adena RPG Lineage2ertheia lineage2bot RPG Lineage 2 gaming ertheia noblesse quest
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	The system serves to reserve one's Nickname or Clan Name, by confirming it by one's friends and clanmates.
	One account can reserve only one Nickname and one Clan Name.
	Give a link to other players who can confirm that you own the Nickname or Clan Name. Recount occurs every 5 minutes
	One account can only make three confirmations of another player's Nickname or Clan Name.
	For confirmation of another player's Nickname or Clan Name you need to reserve your own Nickname or Clan Name and click on the link that was sent to you by your friend or clan leader.
	Nickname or Clan Name goes to the one who has more confirmations by the time of server start.
	Nickname or Clan Name reservation operates only one week after the server start, and then proceeds to the next in the line on the Nickname and so on.
	If the two have the same number of conformations (or no conformations at all), then in the top above is the one who registered the Nickname or Clan Name earlier.
	Even without confirmations reserve is a reserve and allows to take the desired Nickname or Clan Name in the absence of other reservations of the same Nickname or Clan Name.
	System shuts down for an hour before the server start and all the reservations will turn on the game server for accounts for which they were made.
	Any cheat can be removed at any time, cleaning of cheating will be made explicit when transferring reservations to the game server.
	The administration retains the right to change the reserved nickname in the following cases:

- nickname reserved, but the character is not used after server start

- nickname contains offensive / obscene language 

- nickname contains system names (Admin, GM, etc.) or the administrators' nicknames
	Recount occurs every 5 minutes!
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